
 

 

 

 THE PROJECT 
The Erasmus+ project Education for Zero Waste and Circular Economy 
started at the end of 2018 to fill a gap in Vocational Education and 
Training and create a new training course focusing on Waste 
minimization and Circular Economy. The international consortium of ten 
partners from nine European countries, under the coordination of 
Developmental Center of Thessaly (AKETH-DCT) from Greece, intends to 
produce an interactive platform, comprising a Knowledge Hub, an 
Online Course and a Diagnosis Tool. 

THE ONLINE MEETING 
An Online Project Meeting was held on the 29th of May. The meeting 
was held according to the suggestions of the Greek National Agency 
and the restrictions applied due to the pandemic of COVID-19. The 
partners were able to discuss the updates of the Intellectual Outputs 
and more specifically the Diagnosis Tool and organize the next steps of 
the project in its final phase. 

COMING SOON 
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Our partnership will participate in the Virtual Higher Education Summit 
2020 (#HES2020) that will be held from 31 August to 2 September 2020. 
The international event addresses the question “How can we assure 
quality and transformative learning for sustainable development?” and is 
co-organized by the COPERNICUS Alliance, saguf, td-net, the University 
of Bern, and the University of Lausanne. 

Our interactive resource center is recently updated with 
more than 140  resources of 18 different types (scientific and 
“grey” literature, books, good practices, case studies, 
presentations, videos, software, methods, tools and other 
resources) in English but also in all partners’ languages. 
It gathers useful information for Vocational Education and 
Training teachers and professionals from companies who 
seek for knowledge and inspiration on zero waste and 
circular economy. 
Check the online version at: khub.eduzwace.eu/ 

INTELLECTUAL OUTPUTS 

THE ONLINE TRAINING COURSE 
The English version of the online training course is ready and pilot tests 
have been completed. The EduZWaCE Manager and EduZWaCE Worker 
online training courses are now ready and very soon available in all 
partners’ languages. 
 
Check our Online EduZWaCE Course at : lms.eduzwace.eu/ 
And all of our unit videos in our YouTube channel:  @EduZWaCE Project 

THE KNOWLEDGE HUB 

The EduZWaCE Diagnosis Tool is considered to be a useful self-
assessment tool for companies (in particular SMEs) that will help them 
to investigate opportunities for circular economy solutions in their 
specific context.  
The structure and offline version of the Diagnosis Tool is ready while the 
online version of the tool will be made available soon in the 
Collaborative Section of the Platform. It is a free tool to be used by 
companies and circular economy experts. Apart from the Platform, the 
Diagnosis Tool is closely linked with the other intellectual outputs. 
 
The online version will be available at: 
eduzwace.eu/index.php/collaborative-section/ 

THE DIAGNOSIS TOOL 


